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Placing the quote in context [Chancellor at the time: Stanley Baldwin]:
“You will never balance the Budget through measures which reduce the national income. The Chancellor would simply be chasing his
own tail – or cloven hoof! The only chance of balancing the Budget in the long run is to bring things back to normal, and so avoid the
enormous Budget charges arising out of unemployment … Even if you take the Budget as your test, the criterion of whether the
economy would be useful or not is the state of employment … I do not believe that measures which truly enrich the country will injure
the public credit … It is the burden of unemployment and the decline in the national income which are upsetting the Budget. Look
after the unemployment and the Budget will look after itself.” (Garside 1990: 347)

Preceding the radio broadcast is this letter to the Times signed by Keynes and Stamp, among others (reply 2 days later by Robbins,
Hayek, and two others):
The Times, Monday, October 17, 1932 (p13)
PRIVATE SPENDING
MONEY FOR PRODUCTIVE INVESTMENT
A COMMENT BY ECONOMISTS
TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES
Sir, —On October 10 you gave prominence in your columns to a letter inviting the opinion of economists on the problem of private
spending. There are a large number of economists in this country, and nobody can claim to speak for all of them. The signatories of
this letter have, however, in various capacities, devoted many years to the consideration of economic problems. We do not think that
many of our colleagues would disagree with what we are about to say.
In the period of the War it was a patriotic duty for private citizens to cut their expenditure on the purchase of consumable goods and
services to the limit of their power. Some sorts of private economy were, indeed, more in the national interest than others. But, in
some degree, all sorts of economy set free resources — man-power, machine-power, shipping-power— for use by the Government
directly or indirectly in the conduct of the War. Private economy implied the handing over of these resources for a vital national
purpose. At the present time, the conditions are entirely different. If a person with an income of £1,000, the whole of which he would
normally spend, decides instead to save £500 of it, the labour and capital that he sets free are not passed over to an insatiable war
machine. Nor is there any assurance that they will find their way into investment in new capital construction by public or private
concerns. In certain cases, of course, they will do this. A landowner who spends £500 less than usual in festivities and devotes the £500
to building a barn or a cottage, or a business man who stints himself of luxuries so that he can put new machinery into his mill, is
simply transferring productive resources from one use to another. But, when a man economizes in consumption, and lets the fruit of
his economy pile up in bank balances or even in the purchase of existing securities, the released real resources do not find a new home
waiting for them. In the present conditions their entry into investment is blocked by lack of confidence. Moreover, private economy
intensifies the block. For it further discourages all those forms of investment — factories, machinery, and so on— whose ultimate
purpose is to make consumption goods. Consequently, in present conditions, private economy does not transfer from consumption to
investment part of an unchanged national real income. On the contrary, it cuts down the national income by nearly as much as it cuts
down consumption. Instead of enabling labour-power, machine-power, and shipping-power to be turned to a different and more
important use, it throws them into idleness.
Conduct in the matter of economy, as of most other things, is governed by a complex of motives. Some people, no doubt, are stinting
their consumption because their incomes have diminished and they cannot spend so much as usual; others because their incomes are
expected to diminish and they dare not do so. What it is in any individual’s private interest to do and what weight he ought to assign
to that private interest as against the public interest, when the two conflict, it is not for us to judge. But one thing is, in our opinion,
clear. The public interest in present conditions does not point towards private economy; to spend less money than we should like to
do is not patriotic.
Moreover, what is true of individuals acting singly is equally true of groups of individuals acting through local authorities. If the citizens
of a town wish to build a swimming-bath, or a library, or a museum, they will not, by refraining from doing this, promote a wider
national interest. They will be “martyrs by mistake” and, in their martyrdom, will be injuring others as well as themselves. Through
their misdirected good will the mounting wave of unemployment will be lifted still higher.
We are your obedient servants,
D. H. MACGREGOR (Professor of Political Economy in the University of Oxford),
A. C. PIGOU (Professor of Political Economy in the University of Cambridge),
J. M. KEYNES,
WALTER LAYTON,
ARTHUR SALTER,
J. C. STAMP
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Austerity programs should be undertaken only in times of plenitude, not in
deflationary times. A non-austere policy would involve the opposite of 1 and 2. Fiscal
spending would be increased or taxes would be decreased or a combination of the
two could be implemented. Interest rates should stay low whatever the situation.
There is no reason for them to increase except to increase the value of assets,
primarily those of rentiers.
It must never be forgotten that states do not require taxes in order to spend. Any
such contention is a fallacy and does not represent contemporary currency systems.
While they can’t be eliminated altogether, as they are the principal drivers of the
currency circuit, they can be significantly ameliorated for individuals and firms when
encountering deflationary conditions.
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I am using a graph about US data because it is a nice graph. Such nice graphs are not
so easy to find concerning UK data. The important thing to notice here is how small
the increase of the national debt is above GDP. The relationship is similar for the UK,
though the differences in scale are a little greater. However, it is nothing to get
hysterical about, or to go full tilt into an austerity program.
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Source: http://www.cepr.net/index.php/blogs/cepr-blog/austerity-and-theemployment-rate (9 June 2014). This graph shows that the research arm of the IMF
and its policy arm do not seem to communicate. The research arm says austerity
doesn’t work while Lagarde asserts in public that governments should be doing more
of it. What this graph shows is that the greater the austerity that is imposed, the
greater the unemployment. Greece has gotten worse while the others have stayed
the same. Whatever improvement there may have been is not due to the austerity
programs. Balanced budgets have not themselves improved the situation for anyone.
Structural balance is an accounting tool that is designed to measure changes in fiscal
policy. What is viewed as national debt should be viewed as national savings or
resources available to the general public as a whole.
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The theory under test is a variant of Archimedes’ theory of the lever. What they need
is a slightly bigger rock and a longer board. And they should cease doing the same
thing, over and over again, expecting a different result – Einstein’s definition of
‘insanity’.
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From Lars P Syll (no attribution) – 5 June 2014. Related to students at the Manchester
economics department “revolt” about the narrowness of their teaching. They set up
a Post-Crash course. The university’s response was not to renew the contract of the
temporary lecturer who taught the post-crash course, telling the students that if they
wanted to learn about the crash they should go to the business school.
PostCrashEconSociety-Economics-Education-andUnlearning_EconEducationUniManchester-Apr2014.pdf.
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What is this neoclassical paradigm? In this paradigm, government is only mentioned as being a nuisance to the proper
functioning of the economic system. Government should keep out, as its interventions will only mess the system up. Of course,
government intervention can be pernicious. Look at the results of the government imposition of austerity measures. The
problem with this perspective is that there is no positive role for government in the running of the economy. The same is true of
money and its relationship to a central bank and government. The neoclassical paradigm has nothing positive to say about this.
Except for taxation, money is discussed primarily in terms of the private sector.
Keynes was emphatic in his General Theory that uncertainty, what I call ontological uncertainty, was generally applicable to
economic events, explicitly rejecting any principle akin to the ergodic axiom, comparing such economists to geometers trying to
apply Euclidean principles to a non-Euclidean world. For instance, as it was impossible to predict the future, which the
neoclassical paradigm assumes, because it assumes that the future will be like the past, Keynes considered the classical paradigm
inapplicable to real life and, therefore, to the real economic system.

What I call epistemic uncertainty covers situations where there is a known probability distribution and, although not everything
is known, it is possible under certain circumstances to carry out risk analyses. Such situations involve partial ignorance. Situations
of epistemic uncertainty incorporate what Knight viewed as situations involving risk.
What I call ontological uncertainty covers situations where there is either no known probability distribution or where the
probability distribution does not allow risk assessments to be made, such as a Mandelbrot or Cauchy distribution. Mandelbrot
contended that market distributions exhibited the properties of such distributions and that, therefore, many of the statistical
assumptions made by those in the financial sector were inapplicable. In such situations, complete, or total, ignorance rules.
Basically, this is why the Black-Scholes-Merton options pricing formula does not work. In particular, the formula assumes that
market distributions are Gaussian in character, something that Mandelbrot, in the late fifties and early sixties had shown was
almost never, if ever, true.

Knight’s and Keynes’ concepts of uncertainty are somewhat different and their differences correspond to my distinction between
epistemic and ontological uncertainty, which I have just discovered (26 May 2014) has been used by Lars P. Syll in a discussion
with Paul Davidson (http://rwer.wordpress.com/2012/03/28/the-ergodic-axiom-davidson-versus-stiglitz-and-lucas/ ) in my
sense. Knight’s conception of uncertainty assumes an ergodic process, while Keynes’ conception does not. For Knight, unlikely
outcomes lie so far out in the tail of the distribution that they can, for practical purposes, be ignored because the calculated
probabilities are so high. For Keynes, no such calculation was possible, as one is dealing with situations where ignorance rules
(even when certain probability distributions exist, such as Mandelbrotian or Cauchy-Lorentzian ones). A Keynesian argument
along these lines was put forward by Karl Popper in his The Poverty of Historicism (1960). Therefore, in a strict sense, we can
distinguish between Knightian and Keynesian uncertainty.
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This is what everyone is told all the time. But it is a lie. There is an alternative or
which the most detailed and worked out is known as MMT. A discussion of the nature
of the class war in which we are engaged can be found in James Galbraith’s The
Predator State (2008). An amusing and readable account of the economic nature of
this war can be found in John Weeks’ Economics of the 1% (2014). The only caveat I
would mention is that Weeks appears to view money as a kind of commodity. It isn’t.
It is primarily a medium of exchange that itself has no value. Money is an abstract
socio-cultural construct. A commodity is not.
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Examples of economic elite membership: Abramovic, Al Fayed, Gates, Buffett, the Koch brothers.
Three principal elites: industrial elites, financial elites, and service provider elites (e.g., Google,
Amazon), though we mustn’t forget the military and political elites. These principal elites differ
somewhat from those analyzed by C. Wright Mills in his The Power Elite (1956).
Both books published in the same year and both on approximately the same topic, the revolt of
the rich. This is not a conspiracy but a fortuitous convergence of common vested interests by a
particular social group (or groups), which has been facilitated by political factions for reasons of
their own. Which is quite different from the situation in the thirties, where a small group of rich
financiers and industrialists planned a military putsch of Roosevelt. It was foiled by Brigadier
General Smedley Butler, who reported the conspiracy to the McCormack-Dickstein committee,
which then held hearings. Upshot? The plotters were phoned and told to desist or their pictures
would be splashed over the front page of every newspaper in the country. Not one was
prosecuted.

In the thirties, the elite tried to retain what they had. Now, they want to regain what they feel
they have lost.
This is a topic for another occasion. In order to appreciate this larger dynamic, we need to
understand the underlying economic and power dynamics that are currently in play, in particular,
the economic ones. With great wealth comes great power. And the greater the power, the more
likely it is to be misused, as Acton noted so long ago. And as Piketty has reinforced, in a way.
We now need to look at what has been taking place in the economic sphere over the past thirty
years or more in some detail.
Note: Smithin’s book title is stated backwards – the subtitle should be the title and vice versa.
Economists aren’t very good at book titles, whereas historians often are. Examples: Lasch; David
Fromkin, Europe’s Last Summer; David Goldhagen, Hitler’s Willing Executioners; Robert Gerwarth,
Hitler’s Hangman: The Life of Heydrich; and the two best: Zara Steiner, The Lights that Failed, &
The Triumph of the Dark.
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Keynes is in the background of this slide because Keynes’ ideas form the background of all the
economic discussions that are currently taking place. His ideas are central in forming the present
debate, even the debates that aren’t taking place.
Before a power grab can even begin, a paradigm requires evangelists to imprint its image onto the
collective consciousness. If this is successful, then a power grab will be less likely to be resisted.
Unless, of course, it becomes completely parasitic and destructive.
Each of these players had a different role to play, but each played their part extremely well. Their
activities on behalf of their favorite paradigm, neoclassical economics, began long before the
decade of the seventies. It was only then that their ideas began to have a major influence. Part of
the reason for this was that the 25 or so years after the war were viewed by many as Keynesian in
character though it was not, so when stagflation began and the non-Keynesian theory in play
ceased to work, blame was laid on Keynes’ theory. The theory in play was a convoluted mixture of
Keynesian and classical economic principles, which Samuelson was quite well aware of, hence his
use of his particular terminology. It was a bit of an unstable mess, though it worked rather well in
its own way.
Hayek began as an economist, but ended up as a political analyst, contending that government
interference in economic affairs inevitably led to serfdom. Thatcher was a fan. Samuelson’s role
was more complicated. Basically, he made neoclassical principles look Keynesian, thereby
confusing many. The period after the war was not Keynesian, but as Samuelson said of his own
position, neoclassical synthesis Keynesianism. Or as Joan Robinson put it, bastard Keynesianism.
Stigler’s role was principally that of scathing critic of opponents. Friedman made the rounds talking
to everyone and engaging in public debates. He was the principal face of the neoclassical view of
the economy. And his personality was such that even his critics liked him, not unlike Reagan.
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The bottom 90%, which is almost everyone, have been able to save very little. The
top 1% had their ability to save only during the depression, but not this time. Notice
that the top 1% had to dis-save temporarily after the 1929 crash, but not this time.
The ability of the bottom 90% to save was crippled after the recent crash. But notice
that they began this slide during Reagan’s time as President, which is when the
regulation of the financial sector, including the banks, began to be stripped. During
the previous government, the average person’s ability to save was increasing a little.
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This graph is also based on the world top incomes database by Piketty and Saez, and
others.
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This is an exponential curve. The more you get, the faster you get it.
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While it can be generally agreed that the terms ‘public debt’ and ‘private debt’ on their own don’t imprint
themselves easily on the mind, I think there is a way around this seeming impasse. And this is to link them to simple
equivalences. This can be accomplished by emphasizing the direction of the debt relationship. And this can be done
quite simply. Public debt = what the government owes its creditors, while private debt = what members of the
public, including firms, owe their creditors.
To further spell this out, you can then elaborate who the creditors are in each case. In the case of the
public/government debt, the primary creditor is the public as a collective, and this is shown on the so-called US
national debt clock (which ought to be called the US national public resource clock). In the case of private/individual
debt, there may be many creditors – in short, anyone you owe money to, which would include the government. I
am including business firms within the penumbra of the public qua collective for the sake of simplicity. It is
important to note that it is not particular individuals with whom the government has this general indebtedness
relationship, but the public considered as a collective body. When we speak of public debt in general, it is the public
as a whole to whom the government is indebted, not individual members of this public (though such relationships
do exist, though not in this sense).
Logically speaking, debt is an asymmetric relationship, analogous, say, to temporal relations. Taking two logical
individuals, A and B, to say that the indebtedness relation is asymmetric is to say that the nature of the
indebtedness of A to B and that of B to A are distinct in character. Using the general terms, government, creditors,
and individuals (persons or firms), we can put the relationships between the three this way.
With G = government, C = creditors, and I = private individual(s) or firms, public debt is one where G is indebted to C
qua q, while private debt is one where I is indebted to C qua r, where qand r characterize, in general terms, the two
different modes of indebtedness. The characters of the two distinct types of indebtedness are distinct in many ways
while simultaneously possessing fundamental underlying similarities. These two modes of indebtedness are logically
distinct from one another. The nature of government indebtedness is different in essential ways from the
indebtedness of the individual citizen or resident. This difference is captured I think by formulating the indebtedness
relationships in this way. The formulation is quite abstract, but that is by necessity.
While the nature of creditorhood in both types of indebtedness may be so similar as to be effectively identical in the
two cases, the character of the indebtedness relations themselves will not necessarily be similarly similar (ugh).
When spelled out in this way, it is easy to see that the debt relationship goes both ways but in distinct respects. To
reiterate, while there are differences, there is a fundamental similarity and this similarity can interfere with
appreciating the differences between the two types of indebtedness relations. Formulating the two distinct
indebtedness relations in this way can, I trust, render the differences more salient without allowing the underlying
similarity to inhibit understanding the fundamental characteristics of this relationship. Or so I would argue.
Therefore, when the terms, 'public debt' and 'private debt', are used, they should be considered to be parsed in the
way I have suggested above and displayed starkly in the picture at the top. In this way, hopefully whatever
confusion there might be between the two terms will vanish or become insignificant. And we can, therefore, go on
using the two terms without confusing ourselves.
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A power grab involving the financial sector inevitably involves accounting fraud at
some level. Bill Black, a former S&L regulator who put about 1000 people in jail over
the S&L fraud scandal in the nineties, contends that prior to the recent financial crash
and subsequently accounting fraud has been endemic. And that it still is. Deutsche
Bank is an example of this.
There is absolutely no way that the bank can pay this debt off. Nor can anyone else.
Virtually all of this debt derives from the bank’s use of complex derivatives, a
particularly egregious method of making money. The use of this type of securitization
should be banned, but there is no sign yet of this happening. DB’s debt is 20 times
greater than Germany’s GDP. And this is only one bank.
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A lawsuit filed against Deutsche Bank by two former senior wealth management
employees demonstrates a basic problem: even rich people find it difficult to get
people to manage their money who won’t take advantage of them. Here, the former
employees allege that Deutsche Bank repeatedly pressed account managers to
violate their fiduciary duties and stuff discretionary accounts with risky products like
start-up hedge funds, even when the customer was clear it wanted only low-risk
products.
“This lawsuit illustrates a both perverse and troubling trend, that the idea of
“fiduciary duty” is becoming a dead letter in the US. Many types of financial
relationship, and this was one, impose a fiduciary duty on the service provider. Under
the law, a fiduciary duty is the highest standard of care; the professional is supposed
to put his client’s interest before his own. Here’s one definition: An individual in
whom another has placed the utmost trust and confidence to manage and protect
property or money.”
http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2014/05/fiduciary-gone-even-rich-people-cantescape-screwed.html
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They are still going on. And will not stop unless stopped. Simply because it is doing
what they want it to do. It plus the bailouts they receive are keeping them afloat and
enabling them to continue to receive their bonuses.
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The first thing I should point out is that Scholes and Merton received the Swedish Bank Prize (Black had died by this time & the prize
is not usually awarded posthumously), which economists keep calling the Nobel, for this “innovation”. The receipt of such a prize is
supposed to indicate that the recipients have produced something of lasting scientific or socio-cultural value. This has neither
attribute.
Options are divided into two categories: calls and puts. Calls increase in value when the underlying security is going up, and they
decrease in value when the underlying security declines in price. Puts increase in value when the underlying security is going down
and decrease in value when it is going up. Put another way, calls correspond to positive correlations, while puts correspond to
negative correlations.
Option pricing is a method for hedging, i.e., increasing risk not decreasing it, in a hopefully controlled manner. This hope is
misplaced. The method assumes that the volatility is known or can be calculated. This is empirically false. The method also
assumes prices change randomly over time. This also is empirically false. And mean price changes are not equal to the interest rate.
The method assumes complete knowledge of the future probability of future outcomes, something that is empirically impossible
but which is central to the neoclassical economic framework in which this set of formulas has its home.
Call option changes and asset price changes are positively correlated, while put option changes and asset price changes are
negatively correlated. Delta = correlation between the option and its asset (= slope of curve, 1 st derivative; gamma is 2nd derivative).
Delta and gamma are rates of change of the value of the portfolio with respect to the “underlier” (underlying asset). Haug and
Taleb claim that one can’t reasonably execute dynamic hedging.

The Black-Scholes-Merton approach is a set of calculations based on an empirically false set of assumptions, the worst of which is
that the probability distribution of market movement follows a normal distribution. This does not take sufficient account of the
probability of extreme events. Volatility is inevitably underestimated as a consequence, as volatility is based on the standard
deviation and on a random walk process. If market movements follow Mandelbrot-Cauchy distributions, then the standard
deviation is undefined and, hence, so is the volatility. Thus, the probability of an extreme event is uncertain and unknown.
Moreover, given that market movements have histories, random walk assumptions are inappropriate. This means that neither d1
nor d2 can be effectively calculated. A Cauchy distribution has no defined variance hence no defined standard deviation and, hence,
no defined volatility (defined in terms of the std. dev. = the square root of the variance), which effectively means that the volatility
of any Cauchy distribution is unknown. If market distributions are Cauchy non-Normal, the BSM calculations can not be carried out
and, hence, are useless, which is precisely what Haug and Taleb claim.
Haug & Taleb: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1012075; but also cf. http://prefblog.com/?p=7197 on Haug &
Taleb.
(Volatility = σT = σT½. N(x) = cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution, and erf(z) is the "error function"
encountered in integrating the normal distribution (which is a normalized form of the Gaussian function). It is an entire function
where the error function is exactly 1 at +infinity. Assuming a random walk and finite variance but different time scales indicates that
the exponent should be changed to the Levy stability exponent, α. On the basis of his analysis of cotton prices and other financial
goods, Mandelbrot thinks that α should equal 1.7 and not ½.)
A risk-free interest rate is one where there is no default risk. This is an absurdity. Only Treasuries effectively carry no default risk
because the government itself carries no default risk , though you would not know this reading most economic pundits or listening
to most politicians The concept of risk-free interest rates is an essential part of modern Portfolio Theory, which renders this set of
theories absurd. Other forms of risk are market risk (risk of changes in market interest rates) and liquidity risk (risk of being able to
sell for cash at short notice without significant cost).
As mentioned above, Scholes and Merton received the Swedish Bank prize for this . The question inevitably arises whether this
contribution, if such it is, is scientific in character and, hence, eligible for a prize that operates under the auspices of the Nobel.
Taleb contends that the use of this “formula” is nothing short of scandalous. And, in addition, that the risk assessment procedure,
VaR = Value at Risk, is nothing but charlatanism (if you can’t calculate the risk, you can’t estimate the value) and that, therefore, its
use should be criminalized.
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The Lorentzian-Cauchy distribution can more faithfully take into account your tire blow out and,
therefore, extreme market events, like a crash - 1929 & 2007/8). The normal-Gaussian distribution
can’t. As can be seen from the graphs, in a normal distribution, extreme events are so far out in the
tails of the distribution that they are considered to be almost impossible. A Cauchy distribution
indicates that such events are not that unlikely. The Cauchy distribution has an undefined mean and
standard deviation, while the normal distribution can be completely specified by its mean and
standard deviation. The Cauchy distribution is viewed as being pathological, a term usually reserved
for psychological states.
The middle of each distribution is normal behavior; the importance is what each says about nonnormal behavior, i.e., what takes place in the tails of these distributions. The Cauchy-Lorentzian
distribution has fatter (heavier) tails. The use of a normal or Gaussian distribution facilitates the
calculation of conditions of equilibrium. However, if a system is non-equilibrating, then any apparent
imperative to utilize the normal or like distribution disappears.
In data from the BoE, standard deviations are sometimes specified. In the absence of further
information, one can reasonably conclude that the BoE is thinking in terms of the normal distribution
and not another probability distribution, such as the Cauchy-Lorentz, which Mandelbrot contends
more faithfully represents market distributions over time.

None of the existing econometric models work in what Taleb calls the fourth quadrant (the red one,
as we will see)where a black swan can bring disaster. Distributions with fatter tails allow for more
extreme values, that is, more extreme events have higher probabilities.
(Distribution 1 covers distributions that are mesokurtic (zero excess kurtosis – normal, binomial) and
platykurtic (negative excess kurtosis – lower, wider peak around the mean and thinner tails Bernoulli) and Distribution 2 covers distributions that are leptokurtic (positive excess kurtosis – more
acute peak around the mean and fatter tails (allows for more extreme values – Laplace, Cauchy). The
Laplace distribution is the most leptokurtic. The Bernoulli distribution is the most platykurtic. )
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The land depicted is the land of Knightian uncertainty where risk assessments are possible, except in parts of
the red zone. Here, we are at the edge of Knightian uncertainty and entering the land of Keynesian
uncertainty where ignorance rules.
Black Swan event (or idea): highly improbable, massive impact, rationalized afterward. A Black Swan is so
extreme that its probability distribution is unknown hence there is no ability to assess the risk of encountering
it, and hence something of which we are ignorant until it occurs. It is possible to create a financial instrument
whose behavior is completely unpredictable and hence whose risk is incalculable. A sufficient number of
these in circulation could, under certain circumstances that can not be predicted in advance, trigger a Black
Swan event.
Thin-tailed probability distributions give the likelihood of an extreme event too low a probability. Thick-tailed
probability distributions provide a greater probability to the likelihood of extreme events. However, even the
latter can not adequately handle Black Swan events. Here, we are at the limits of statistics. Thin-tailed: mild
volatility at the extremes of the distribution; thick-tailed: harsh to unknown volatility at the extremes of the
distribution.
The derivative payoff domain is of course in Extremistan. The payoffs are incredibly complicated and often
impossible to assess before they are “traded”. Normal stocks reside in Mediocristan. The derivatives that put
us in the red zone are the complex derivatives invented after the early 1970s subsequent to the initial round
of deregulation. After the further deregulation of 1999, these types of derivatives went off the scale in terms
of risk assessment and potential volatility.
“Mediocristan” must be understood in a Galtonian sense, that of the average. So, in Mediocristan, we are in
average-land. Galton’s term, “regression to mediocrity” we interpret as “regression to the mean”.

Distributions are descriptive and reflect real processes, so any planned alterations must be carried out in
terms of the payoff structure. Therefore, to eliminate as much as possible the hazardous effects of Black
Swans, complex financial instruments, such as complex derivatives, could be banned completely or strictly
limited in some way. The only justification of a complex derivative and related synthetic financial instruments
is income generation for the few. They do not, and can not, benefit the many, contrary to the claims of some
of their advocates, for which there is no evidence. In fact, evidence exists to the contrary – the recent
volatility in the price of oil, the run on the pound in the ’90s, the present global financial crisis. All were
considered highly unlikely, all had massive impact. And in the last case, where there was, and still is, massive
fraud, virtually no one has gone to jail, largely because the event has been rationalized for the benefit of the
well-off. Were there many successful prosecutions, many wealthy investors would lose their shirts. Therefore,
so far, everything is being done in order to ensure that this does not happen. Even to the disbenefit of society
as a whole.
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This table represents work in progress.
The red cell is where we are a lot of the time, not just in times of crisis, though more salient at such times. We
are now looking at Taleb’s limits of statistics cell in more detail and in terms of Knight’s and Keynes’ notions of
risk and uncertainty, which the table illustrates are distinct. A short, sharp distinction between Knight's and
Keynes’ notions of uncertainty is between what I have called epistemic and ontological uncertainty. The only
cell of these four Knight would have liked is the upper left one. This is because it is the only one in which a risk
calculation is neither essentially unreasonable nor inherently too problematic. The other two cells to the right
and below the upper left one are potentially Knightian, hence my inclusion of him in them, but the fourth,
where ignorance rules, can only be Keynesian.
An example of Keynesian uncertainty is his contention, a quite reasonable one but which the neoclassical
paradigm contests, that the future is completely unknown. Beliefs can be entertained but knowledge is
absent. Ignorance rules, hence, epistemic uncertainty can’t be assuaged. For Knight, while there may be
ignorance, this is temporary such that it is possible for more information to be acquired. And this will enable
risk calculations to be carried out successfully. In a situation of Keynesian uncertainty, risk calculations are
impossible to carry out at all, as nothing is known, or is likely to be known in any reasonable time frame, on
which to base such calculations.
The neoclassical paradigm assumes that the past can be used as a basis for such future calculations, but, as
noted, Keynes rejected this view as absurd. He considered that there was no basis for such an assumption
other than as an arbitrary stipulation that the future will be like the past. All evidence was to the contrary.
Therefore, in this sector of the quadrant, the options are not only uncertain themselves but decisions based
upon them precarious in the extreme.
The boundary between knowledge and ignorance is rather complex and this treatment only scratches the
surface. (cf. Brownstein’s discussions of an assessment and pedigree matrix of scientific research in his
Statistics Without Pain (1991 for the University of Leeds), Brownstein, “Relevance of the
Rationalist/Constructivist/Relativist Controversy for the ‘Validation’ of Scientific Knowledge-Claims”,
Knowledge, Diffusion, Utilization (September 1987), and Funtowicz and Ravetz’s more elaborate treatment of
these issues in their Uncertainty and Quality in Science for Policy (1991).)
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Governments can print money without running into difficulties until the system
reaches full employment at which time there is more money than there are entities
that can absorb it. In such a situation, you can produce runaway inflation, or
hyperinflation. The constraints that governments generally face are not financial; they
are people, material resources, and whatever institutional or social infrastructure
there is. If the government lacks sufficient people, decent infrastructure (like
functioning government and private institutions), and material resources, then there
is little it can spend its money on.
In the absence of such constraints, which is the case with virtually every functioning
government in the world, Lerner, as we have seen, contended that government
spending can, with no economic difficulty at all, eliminate unemployment by
spending whatever is required. Any difficulty encountered is political, not economic.
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Short answer: Not a chance.
Longer answer: Since Greece is no longer a sovereign issuer of its own currency but rather the user of
what is effectively a foreign currency, it can, in principle, go bankrupt, just like California and other US
states.
Since the UK issues its own sovereign currency, it can never run out of money or go bankrupt. Ever.
Because the UK issues its own sovereign currency, it in no way can become like Greece. And it can’t,
barring some kind of catastrophe or government collapse, ever become bankrupt or “run out of money”.
Liam Byrnes’ note that he left behind, that there is no more money, was apparently meant as a joke. If so,
it backfired. Whether joke or not, it is completely false.
The Euro system is incredibly badly designed and is unable to cope with the current emergency. The
principal reasons is that the Brussels does not have a central bank. The Eurozone’s central bank. But the
ECB is controlled by Germany instead of Brussels. And the German elite are resistant to relinquishing any
control over the ECB. Just like the individual states in the US federal system, the individual countries in
the Eurozone have substituted what is effectively a foreign currency , the Euro, for their own currency.
Because they no longer issue their own sovereign currencies, this means that, just like individual states in
the US, the Eurozone countries need to work to a budget. Though Brussels itself does not. In this sense
and thus far in this sense alone, it is not unlike the US federal government. In addition to lacking a truly
central bank, the Brussels government differs substantially from a truly federal government due to its
inability to impose EU-wide tax policies.
“A real nation state is defined as controlling the money supply, which the EU Parliament doesn’t do, the
power to declare war, which the European Parliament has relinquished to NATO, and the power to set
taxes. There is no real eurozone tax system. The taxes that are being supported are taxes that fall only on
labor–the value added tax and the income tax, and they’re charging labor for the Social Security and the
health taxes.” (Michael Hudson interview on The Real News Network, 27 May 2014:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-Wjsp1oURI.)
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In the initial setting up of this example, Sal has the farmers sell their apples for 1000 pieces of gold. The
question that now needs to be asked is where the gold that the farmers received came from. Since Sal
is using a metal conception of money, though he says this is not essential, you have to ask yourself
where the money the farmers received came from. Once you answer that, you need to ask where that
money came from? While it seems like an infinite regress, it isn’t. It eventually all stops at the
government, the first spender.
Instead of gold, let us consider another unit of account, dollars. Where did these putative buyers get
their 1000 dollars? There is only one place they could have gotten it, from a government that does not
appear in Sal’s scenario. Governments ensure that they are the only sovereign issuers of the legitimate
currency, whether it be gold coins or paper dollars. Sal’s account is missing an essential institution in a
modern economic system. Sal’s account, like Piketty’s, is fundamentally based on neoclassical
principles.
Wealth for both Sal and Piketty consists of assets, and money stands for income. In both accounts, as
far as I can see, the rate of return of assets outstrips that of income. For all practical purposes, only
government intervention of some kind can prevent this from continuing or beginning in the first place.
The data accumulated by Pikkety and Saez show that wealth indeed does grow faster than GDP, Sal’s
money, in Piketty’s terms, r > g, r being the rate of return on wealth and g being the country’s GDP. The
reason for this disparity may be that in our type of economic system, debt capitalism, wealth confers
power and power facilitates greater wealth accumulation.
Khan Academy references:
Banking 3: Fractional Reserve Banking -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nH2-37rTA8U
Banking 4: Multiplier effect and the money supply -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7r7l1VG-Tw
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The picture Khan draws is backwards, but it is the picture that many people, including
George Osborne, believes, or appears to believe. Whether Osborne is a liar or a true
believer I have been unable to decide.
One might say they can spend because they get paid for working. But where did the
company they work for get the money to pay them in the first place? Suppose for the
sake of argument, they got their money from other people or companies who paid
for their products or services. OK, then, where did they get their money from? In the
end, all money originates from the first spender, which is the government, the
monopoly issuer of the legitimate currency.
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This is more correct than the Khan Academy account, but it isn’t the complete picture
either, for instance, it doesn’t show what happens to taxes (which leave and don’t
reenter the monetary circuit). Although the graphic doesn’t make it entirely clear, all
economic activity is initiated by government, whose spending ends up in individual
person’s and firm’s bank accounts as deposits. The precise relationship among all
these activities, while not rendered entirely clear by this cartoon, do show that the
entirety of government and private sector economic activity mutually reinforce one
another. Hence, a virtuous circle of economic activity. What it doesn’t show is what
happens to taxes once they are paid. Based on this diagram, one would think that
taxes are used by government to pay for things. This is not the case, as will hopefully
become clear.
Were this mutually reinforcing activity to stop, as it might in a severe recession as a
consequence of the increase of private debt, however incurred, severe
unemployment would be the consequence, unless the government stepped in to
make up the shortfall in the private sector accounts. In the graphic, this would be
suggested by the turning off of the taxation and borrowing taps which would lead to
less money being fed back into the private sector. To compensate, the government
would have to increase its contribution to the support of private activity.
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From Stuart Chase, Where’s the Money Coming From? (1946). Chase spends quite a
lot of time in the book writing about the dollar circuit, which is a specific instance of
how the monetary circuit begins, analyzed more recently by Graziani, Parquez, and
others, each with a slightly different take on the subject.
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Private banks must be allowed to create money. They do this by lending. They can
only lend if there are borrowers. There can be borrowers only is there is a need to
borrow, such as to pay fines or taxes, invest, or the like. The monetary tokens issued
by government, and only by government, are the bills and coins used by the public.
Money is itself an abstract unit of account – it is a socio-cultural construct. Its physical
tokens are their ‘documentations’ (Carnap, Logical Structure of the World), or
denotata, as it were. The idea of money qua thought, a psychological state, is its
Carnapian manifestation. (For a good account of this monetary process, though not
from this perspective, cf. Coe and Pettifor, Bringing Money Back From “the
Underworld”, 20 March 2014.)
I am alluding here to the type-token distinction, which goes way beyond my brief. I
am also implicitly utilizing conceptions analyzed in my “A Reappraisal of the Concept
of ‘Culture’”, Social Epistemology (1995), where I present a theory of cultural objects,
what could be called “memes”, though not Dawkins’ conception of the term.
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In this quote, Lerner sets out one of the central tenets of Modern Money Theory,
MMT, that is the most developed economic paradigm compared to the neoclassical
perspective. His work is one of the most important on which MMT is based, that of
functional finance. Another is Wynne Godley, developer of the sectoral financial
balances approach, which forms, along with Lerner’s perspective, part of the
foundations of MMT.
When war preparations were truly begun in the US in the late thirties, the
government than began what Keynes would have considered a decent fiscal program
with full employment and production at its heart. And it continued supporting full
employment until the final quarter of the twentieth century. This was not an
accident. In the next slide, you will see one hypothesis for why things changed. And
while the engine of this change was economic, the motivation was something else,
more complicated and more heinous with justifications, were any needed, easily
garnered from history. And one didn’t have to look back very far for pertinent
examples.
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Ingham/Keen critique. Ingham, What is Money? (2004); Smithin, What is Money? (2000); Keen,
Debunking Economics (2011); Marx’s theory is an example of a theory of what money isn’t. He was
misled by his labor theory of value to think that money was a commodity, like other commodities.
Hence, exchanges tended to be viewed as between commodities. Though such commodity exchanges
can take place, when money is involved, the exchange is of an entirely different character since money
in such exchanges is used as a unit of account. And this unit of account is underwritten by a federal
system of government or a system akin to it. Being an essential function of government provides
stability to money and the various roles it plays in the social system in which it is embedded. In
addition, money allows economic transactions to be transitive, something commodity transactions, by
their very nature, can not be.
Money as a driver of the economy is provided by taxation, or fees, tithes, fines, or the like. Of course,
before these can be levied, money must first be embedded within the system. Since government is the
sole issuer of sovereign currency, it must also be the first spender. Once the cycle has begun, it is more
or less self-reinforcing. Though not without its inevitable hiccups caused by exogenous shocks or
endogenous asynchronies. Since it is impossible to account for all possible contingencies, contrary to
certain essential assumptions of the neoclassical paradigm, unexpected events occur at unexpected
intervals with greater or lesser effects, depending of the inherent flexibility of the system and, thus, its
ability to cope with the unexpected.
From this it should be clear that money is a socially created set of social relations with tokens, the bills
and coins, that stand for various values in economic exchanges. This view is consistent with Lerner’s
theory of functional finance, where the impact of an economic policy, that is, its effects on social
relations, is more important than any particular value, say, the rate of interest itself. What the rate of
interest is should be determined by its projected effects on societal relationships with an emphasis on
this effect being positive. Lerner, like Keynes, did not think money was at all neutral.
And when one speaks of actual bills and coins as tokens of their type, we are utilizing the type-token
distinction here. The type the physical documentations or representations, bills and coins, represent is
an abstract conception of money of account,, or money, of which they are its tokens.
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There is a distinction between currency and money, but I am going to use them
almost equivalently. As the differences do not matter for my purposes here. While
there is a potentially infinite supply of money that can be created, no responsible
government would ever create this much. Constraints on them doing so are quite
real, such as the likelihood of initiating a hyperinflationary scenario, which would
render the currency worthless.
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Before he became its chairman, Ruml was a director of the New York Fed. And before
that he was a director of Macy & Co. He also had a hand in the Bretton Woods
agreement. He also served as dean at the University of Chicago but didn’t get along
with some of the faculty.
The real purposes of taxes were: to "stabilize the purchasing power of the dollar", to
"express public policy in the distribution of wealth and of income", "in subsidizing or
in penalizing various industries and economic groups" and to "isolate and assess
directly the costs of certain national benefits, such as highways and social security".
This exemplifies what Lerner deemed functional finance and also the chartalism
theory of money.
Runaway inflation, or hyperinflation, is an instance where the purchasing power of
the currency has become completely unstable. One, but only one, obligation of a
central bank is to prevent this kind of thing from taking place. However, that said,
instances of hyperinflation are rare and usually occur only when governments
themselves become destabilized.
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A central function of the monetary circuit is to assist in bringing about and sustaining the kind of society its
members want to live in. Seen in this light, taxes become a means to an end, not an end in themselves. In
order to know what kind of society this might be, it is essential to have a public debate explicitly, and clearly,
dealing with this topic. Such a clear and distinct discussion in the public arena has yet to take place. Of course,
taxes aren’t essential to drive the circuit; all you need to drive a currency is a more or less involuntary
obligation to deliver the currency—and that can be a tax, fee, fine, or even religious tithe. Or a payment to
obtain water or any other necessity. Such obligations need to be enforced, however, or they are ineffective.
Saying that the taxpayer pays for this or the taxpayer pays for that shows that the person uttering such
nonsense, often a journalist, shows that s/he has no understanding of how the currency system actually
operates. Since the government is our government legitimated by various social practices, such as elections,
the money the government uses is our money in a collective sense. It is public money, not any single person’s
money or any single group’s money. Via various social institutions, the government pays for goods and services
in the name of the people. Though sometimes ministers forget this. Since government money is public money,
it isn’t ministers’ money either. Or the Treasury’s. They are using it on our behalf and, in a sense, with our
collective permission.
With that in mind, instead of concentrating on redistribution via taxation, it would be better to concentrate on
predistribution via a fiscal stimulus, and this is something that the private sector can’t really do. Redistribution
won’t really work because it depends on taxing the rich after they receive their riches, who won’t give away
what they have without a fight; it would be better to set up the situation in such a way that they don’t get
anything they don’t need in the first place, and put them in jail should they obtain what they have by means of
fraud, which I can assure you is how many of them have what they have – it has even been said that this is so
by none other than Bill Clinton himself (http://pgpf.org/issues/2014/05/email-newsletter-highlights-from-the2014-fiscal-summit-how-the-federal-budget).
The US Constitution declares that the government will pay all debts in its own currency that it incurs. In other
words, the government can not default. No sovereign government with its own sovereign currency can default.
Unless government itself collapses. Therefore, the ratings of sovereign debt by ratings agencies such as Fitch
and Standard and Poor’s are meaningless in this context. These ratings are nothing but hot air. These ratings
are meaningful, in principle, for entities that do not create their own currency, such as households or firms. But
not sovereign states.
The EU is a different case. This is because the individual sovereign states surrendered their currency in favor of
a foreign currency, the Euro, which they do not control. This is not unlike an individual state within the United
States. Individual states, like California or Utah or Rhode Island can go bankrupt. And some of them have in the
past, where they were bailed out by the federal government. Individual states must work to a budget
underwritten in large part by taxation, but the federal government is under no such constraint.
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Where do taxes go once they have been paid if they aren’t used for government
funding purposes? Nowhere, other than as a notation on the Treasury’s books noting
that the taxes have been paid. They are not then used again. Since money functions
as a legally binding promissory note, it makes no sense to reintroduce an old
promissory note when they can just as easily issue a new one. Hence, in the diagram,
taxes drain away, although strictly speaking, this is not quite accurate.
Again: When you pay your taxes, you are engaging in an accounting exercise. The
government estimates the amount of taxes owed and then credits what is paid in
taxes against what it estimates is owed. If the accounts agree, then no taxes or
refunds are owed to either party. Taxes paid do not reenter the economic circuit.
Once they are paid, they are gone. They are no longer available for spending. Tax
“money” is effectively taken out of circulation. The actual bills & coins are placed
back into the general pool of circulating funds or are destroyed. At this point, they are
no longer anyone’s tax payments, as these have already been “logged” by the
Treasury.
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The argument applies mutatis mutandis to the UK government vis-à-vis its public. As
has been hopefully shown, government expenditure almost always exceeds tax
revenues. A major exception during the past 30 years is when Clinton deliberately
engineered the creation of a government surplus. This surplus was accompanied by a
rise in unemployment, as the following teeter-totter argument will show – whenever
the government is in surplus, the private sector is in deficit, and vice versa. This is a
matter solely of elementary accounting principles. Given the level of unemployment,
it could be, and is, argued that government spending/deficit is not large enough. With
the federal government, spending and tax revenues do not have to be equal, unlike
the situation of the individual states, where state revenue and state debt are almost
equal. Because states are not currency issuers, they have to work to a budget. The
federal government does not.
The reason that federal spending – federal tax revenue ≠ the federal budget deficit is
because the entries in the clock are not quite in synch due to the clock being updated
in real time.
However, a non-mainstream economist, such as an MMTer, would argue that with
high unemployment, the deficit that is currently now virtually in balance is much too
small. In order to substantially reduce unemployment, the government deficit needs
to be increased and by a substantial margin. Only at full employment need the
government concern itself with whether its deficit is too great and, therefore,
whether the budget should be brought closer into balance. The historical data shows
that government balances have mostly been in deficit, and given the historical
unemployment levels, this is as it should be. Though the deficits have rarely been as
large as they have needed to be in order to generate as much employment as
possible in order to make up for the failure of the private sector in this respect.
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One might well ask, what does this balance mean? And that is a good question.
Fortunately, there is a good answer. It means that each sector’s incomings and
outgoings equal. Once this is apparent, another question rears its head. Is this a good
or bad thing, or better, is it normal? Leaving aside the question of whether such a
state is good or bad, it is easy to answer the question of whether such a state is
normal and whether it should be a policy goal. The answer is a straightforward, No.
And it is relatively easy to show why.
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When the government runs a surplus, that is, spends less than it takes in in taxes, the
private sector goes into deficit. It should spend more but it doesn’t because of the
climate of uncertainty created by government and actors in the private sector.
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There are two ways of defining GDP, which can yield problems if one is not careful.
And note the differences in the uses of < & > with respect to whether a given sector is
in deficit or in surplus. The difference exists because S & G stand for expenditure and I
& T for “income” in conjunction with their placement re the greater than or less than
signs.
A government running a deficit means that it spends more than it collects in taxes.
When the government runs a deficit, the private sector, comprised largely of the
general public, receives more financial assets than it loses through taxation. Larger
government deficits mean larger surpluses for the private sector. The private sector is
in surplus when its savings is greater than its investment – it is spending less.
Note the differences in the lesser than and greater than signs. If one sector is in
deficit, the other is in surplus. Since the government is the money supplier, it is better
if the private sector is in surplus, unless there is some danger of high inflation. Then
the government can redress the balance. The private sector is not really capable of
doing this.
If there is still significant unemployment, this means that the government deficit isn’t
large enough. In such a situation, worries about inflation are worries about a
triviality. Inflation only becomes a problem at full employment.
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With this, I only want to show that the diagram corresponds with the accounting
figures. This is essential because we are dealing only with fundamental accounting
identities, so the accounting had better come out right.
As shown here, where, in the first two graphs for the sake of simplicity, Kelton shows
that G = T, that is, that government is running a balanced budget. When you add
Capital Accounts to the system, you are effectively including external (i.e., foreign)
factors. This is exports minus imports. If exports are greater than imports, they owe
you; if imports are greater than exports, you owe them. The third graph shows a
numerical example accompanied by a spreadsheet. Here, the government is running
a small deficit and the CA are reducing that a little.
This is data from 1988. According to the sectoral balance sheet identities,
Domestic Private Sector’s Balance = 4.2% + (-2.59%) = 1.61%. (Because, (S-I) = ((G-T)CA).
In this period, the private sector ends up with a surplus because the government’s
deficit is large enough to more than offset the negative effect of the current account
deficit. If it weren’t, the government would be running a surplus and hence the
private sector would be running a deficit.
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In the graph, around 2001, the US government is running a small surplus. But associated with this is an
even greater private sector deficit due to the CA being in surplus, thereby swamping the government
surplus. It also doesn’t last all that long. (Annotations by Stephanie Kelton, June 2012.)
Government spends by crediting bank accounts; it taxes by debiting them. When government credits to
bank accounts exceeds their debits to them, you have a budget deficit.
For every deficit, there is a surplus, and vice versa. Capital Account is money not accounted for by the
government or domestic private sector, i.e., foreign money in one form or another. In order for the
sectoral accounting identities to add up, this is the way it has to be. If it isn’t, something is very wrong. Just
as with the teeter-totter, if the government is in surplus, the private sector is in deficit accompanied by
unemployment. In general, the greater the surplus, the greater the unemployment. And vice versa.
What follows is that government should engage in deficit spending until the private sector is fully
employed, and by that I mean real full employment, not the definitional shenanigans practiced by the
coalition (including in their definitions of “employment” such rubbish as zero hour contracts, short-term
contracts, refusing to count people who have dropped out of the labor market, and the like).
“Article 55 of the Charter of the United Nations, which was ratified by the U.S. Senate on July 28, 1945,
says the following:
The UN shall promote higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic
and social progress and development … as well as universal respect for, and observance of,
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or
religion.
It is my understanding [Bill Mitchell], that the US Constitution – the Supremacy Clause (Article VI, clause 2)
– renders this US commitment to the UN Charter (in its entirety) part of “the supreme Law of the Land”
which all levels of US government are expected to enforce.” While this is so, US governments since LBJ
(Johnson) have been less interested in maintaining full employment.
The UK is also a signatory to this UN convention. It is also thereby committed to the implementation of full
employment, irrespective of what individual governments may wish to do. And the coalition obviously
doesn’t wish to meet its responsibilities in this matter irrespective of what appear to be its legal obligations
to do so.
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Arrowed annotations added by Stephanie Kelton, June 2012. Legend added by me,
June 2014. Note that, as mentioned before, the two accounts, one a surplus & the
other a deficit, are mirror images of each other. And there is no way to avoid this if
you wish to adhere to the fundamental accounting identities. Foreign capital has not
been added in this diagram, but it can be seen from the previous one that this would
make no difference other than to complicate the accounting. When you take account
of the sectoral balances, you need to look at the system as a whole, either with or
without the influences of the foreign sector.
The essential point to notice here is that government has been in deficit during most
of this period. And in those times when it as been in surplus have not been good
times for the private sector and its employment capabilities.
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The postmark is Kansas City, Missouri because that is the US center of Modern
Money Theory, or MMT. It is the largest concentration of MMTers probably in the
world. But there are other individual MMTers scattered around, like Warren Mosler
and Bill Mitchell to name only two. ‘Nuff said (Stan Lee).
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More or less elementary reading suggestions.
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No notes.
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Potential topics to add, time permitting.
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Assume that P is a sufficient condition for R, which is reasonable. Then, the hypothesis under test becomes ‘an
effective policy P will bring about desired result R’, in other words, if P, then R. What is being tested is a
conditional relationship, in this case, that an efficacious P will lead to desired results R. The ‘if, then’ is a causal
conditional, not the standard material conditional, though for this purpose this distinction is not very important.
To assess any possible causal connection between P and R, one can utilize Mill’s methods, which encapsulates
Mill’s theory of inductive logic. The logic of the procedure is to 1) assume if P, then R, then 2) observe whether R
occurs or not, carrying out this procedure a number of times thereby producing a table of Presences and
Absences with respect to P and R and the putative causal relation between them.
However, under the assumption ‘if P then R’, it is not valid on the basis simply of having observed R to conclude
the efficacy of P. Asymmetrically, under the assumption ‘if P then R’, it is valid on not observing R to conclude
not-P, that is, that P is inefficacious. This is the inherent logical asymmetry between corroboration and
falsification, which is a relatively direct consequence of the logical structure of the hypothesis itself – most are
universal generalizations or statistical versions of the same.
It is fallacious to claim the efficacy of policy P simply on the grounds of observing desired results R. Mervyn King
committed this fallacy when, in a March 2009 interview with Faisal Islam, he said that we would have to wait and
see to be able to tell whether the policy he was implementing (giving more money to the banks) would be
effective or not. Simply waiting and seeing (to observe expected results) are insufficient grounds in themselves
for making a judgment that a given policy P caused/brought about a desired result R simply on the basis that R
followed the implementation of P. Nevertheless, there are ways to “save the hypothesis” (if P, then R) via
various Duhem-Quine maneuvers should, consequent upon implementation of P, R does not appear. This is
because, in the implementation of P, a number of other factors are needed for a successful result, such as the
appropriate social infrastructure, necessary material and human resources, institutional factors, and the like.
There is a logical asymmetry between falsification and corroboration (strictly speaking, verification can not be
carried out for strictly logical reasons). This is a simple logical point emphasized many years ago by Popper.
There is also in general no Millian situation from which one can conclude a causal relationship exists – that is, you
can not collect instances and produce the relevant tables of occurrences and absences that might be evidence of
causation. However, one such situation did exist to an extent in the 1930s. Roosevelt began his fiscal stimulus
program in the early ’30s but stopped it in 1936. The cessation of the stimulus was immediately followed by a
rather severe recession, which abated when Roosevelt again implemented his fiscal stimulus some time later. It
could be argued that greater recovery did not occur because Roosevelt’s fiscal stimulus was not great enough. In
any event, the way provided whatever fiscal stimulus was required.
Temin argues, in his Did Monetary Forces Cause the Great Depression?, that to show that P causes R, you need to
show specifically how P is connected to R, which would necessitate a different logic than the one I’ve used, in
particular, a relevance logic.
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This is not a universal rule, but each case must be taken one at a time. Cannot
assume that the Duhem-Quine gambit is universally available. One of the features of
any given test is bad data. Bad data is not one of the assumptions mentioned. Unless
fraud is involved, it is generally assumed that the data under test is the best that is
available at the time. Kindleberger’s view was that once one had a bubble, fraud was
inevitably involved somewhere.
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It is only until preparations for war began that Roosevelt began what could be called a
genuine Keynesian stimulus program. The level of unemployment was about 2% on
average.
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Proctor & Gamble are exposed to large changes in interest and exchange rates. So, to protect themselves against this
exposure they indulge in interest rate and currency swaps and which can be quite straight-forward. Except not this
one. In late 1993, P&G wanted to go from using a fixed rate of interest to a variable or floating rate – they wanted to
swap one for the other. The idea was that the low rates would stay low.
In case rates changed, BT suggested a five year swap on a notional $200 million. BT pays P&G a fixed rate of interest
on the $200 million for 5 years. P&G pays BT a fixed rate for the first six months. After that, they pay a rate
determined by the derivative formula devised by quants at BT. The values of the variables in the formula would be
fixed at the time of the first payment and thereafter, for the next 4 ½ years. The yield curve during this period was a
shallow u-shape – not good for P&G. What was due depended on the level of the yield curve, not its slope (rate of
change). On 2nd May 1994 the five-year and 30-year rates were 6.687% and 7.328% respectively, an average rate rise
of over 1.5% = a loss of $190Mn. Using the histogram, it can be shown that there is a 3% chance of rise of 1.5% or
more. On that basis, the expected ‘profit’ over the five years is a massive loss.
Strictly speaking, this deal is not a swindle. But it could be argued that it was a deal made in “bad faith” in that it is
unlikely that those agreeing to the deal understood it. What could be calculated to be mathematically expected and
what P&G hoped for are worlds apart. Wilmott contends that a quick calculation showing the scale of the discrepancy
could have been done on the back of an envelope. While he could be exaggerating, the meat of the formula is in the
Max function – this is where you get suckered, in all probability. What is a bit surprising is that P&G lost more than
they would have mathematically expected to had they done the calculations.
Formula: rC = rate on P&G’s own corporate bonds; Y5 = five year Treasury yield; P30 = price of 30 year Treasury bond;
max(x, y) is a function returning one of the two values of the arguments to the function, whichever is highest – in this
case, either the function of Y5 and P30, or zero. The graph shows how ‘likely’ it is that this investment was a wise one.
A simple-looking formula whose implications are far from simple.
“Expression (1) increases as the five-year yield increases and decreases if the 30-year bond rises in value. But,
of course, if the 30-year yield rises the bond price falls and (1) increases. Although there is some small
exposure to the slope of the yield curve, the dominant effect is due to the level of the yield curve.
In November 1993 the 6.25% coupon bond maturing in August 2023 had a price of about 103.02,
corresponding to a yield of approximately 5.97%. The five-year rate was around 4.95%. With those values
expression (1) was comfortably the required rc - 0.0075. However, rates rose at the beginning of 1994 and the
potential $7.5 million was not realised, instead P&G lost close to $200 million. Subsequently, P&G sued BT on
the grounds that they failed to disclose pertinent information. The case was settled out of court.” (Wilmott
(2002))
If you look at the table, you can observe what will happen should rates rise very much. And if you look at the graph
illustrating recent history, you see that
“there is a 14% chance of rates rising more than the 0.7% at which P&G start to lose out (the black bars in the
Figure). There is a 3% chance of a 1.5% or worse rise. Using this data to calculate the expected profit over the
five year period one finds that it is -$8.7 million, rather than the hoped for +$7.5 million.” (Wilmott (2002))
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PERLS: Principal Exchange Rate Linked Security. A structured note that looks like a
bond but whose value is linked to various currency exchange rates – they are
leveraged bets on these exchange rates. PERLS were used to make foreign exchange
bets where such bets were either frowned upon or illegal. These financial
instruments were successful in their objective because they didn’t look like what they
actually were.
The “baskets” were selected on criteria beneficial to Morgan Stanley in such a way
that they could hardly lose. The fee was often bundled into the cost of the derivative
in such a way that the client was not aware of how much the fee actually was. The
legal disclaimer was complex and long and impenetrable. In dealing in PERLS, the
client is on a hiding to nothing.
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From Business Insider, 6 June 2014 http://www.bloombergview.com/slideshows/2014-06-06/no-the-jobs-market-isn-tback-to-normal.
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